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PLACES & NAMES Open Road Media
A Pin's Fee by David Melnick

Demo to Ink University of Alabama Press
The Alphabet is a remarkable and notorious literary
achievement, decades in the making, one continually
debated, discussed, and imitated since fragments
first appeared in the 1970s. Consisting of twenty-six
smaller books, one for each letter of the alphabet, it
employs language in ways that are startling and
innovative. Over the course of the three decades
during which it has appeared--in journals,
magazines, and as stand-alone volumes--its
influence has been wide-ranging, both on practicing
poets and on critics who have had to contend with
the way it has changed the direction of American
poetry. Ron Silliman, a founder of the language
poetry movement in the 1960s and one of its most
dedicated and acclaimed practitioners, has deployed
in The Alphabet the full range of formal and
linguistic experiments for which he is known. The
Alphabet is a work of American ethnography, a
cultural collage of artifacts, moments, episodes, and
voices--historical and private--that capture the
dizzying evolution of America’s social, cultural, and
literary consciousness.
A Pin's Fee University of Alabama Press
Bruce Andrews and Charles Bernstein released the first issue of the poetics
newsletter L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E in 1978, launching language-centered
writing. The Language Letters reveals Language poetry in its nascent
stage, with letters written by Andrews, Bernstein, Ron Silliman, and others
in intense and intimate conversation regarding poetry and poetics; the
contemporary poetry and arts scenes; publication venues, journals, and
magazines; and issues of community, camaraderie, and friendship. The
editors have included two critical introductions, two interviews with
Bernstein and Andrews, and appendices that include a previously
unpublished essay on Larry Eigner by Robert Grenier and short
biographies of the major authors. Written between 1970 and 1978, these
letters detail the development of the concepts and styles that came to define
one of the most influential movements in post-1960s writing. Scholars,
writers, and students of poetry will find this collection essential to
understanding this important period of literary history.
Attention Equals Life Northwestern University Press
Language writing, the most controversial avant-garde movement in
contemporary American poetry, appeals strongly to writers and readers
interested in the politics of postmodernism and in iconoclastic poetic form.
Drawing on materials from popular culture, avoiding the standard stylistic
indications of poetic lyricism, and using nonsequential sentences are some of
the ways in which language writers make poetry a more open and
participatory process for the readers. Reading this kind of writing, however,
may not come easily in a culture where poetry is treated as property of a
special class. It is this barrier that Bob Perelman seeks to break down in this
fascinating and comprehensive account of the language writing movement. A
leading language writer himself, Perelman offers insights into the history of the
movement and discusses the political and theoretical implications of the
writing. He provides detailed readings of work by Lyn Hejinian, Ron Silliman,
and Charles Bernstein, among many others, and compares it to a wide range
of other contemporary and modern American poetry. A variety of issues are
addressed in the following chapters: "The Marginalization of Poetry,"
"Language Writing and Literary History," "Here and Now on Paper,"
"Parataxis and Narrative: The New Sentence in Theory and Practice," "Write
the Power," "Building a More Powerful Vocabulary: Bruce Andrews and the
World (Trade Center)," "This Page Is My Page, This Page Is Your Page:
Gender and Mapping," "An Alphabet of Literary Criticism," and "A False
Account of Talking with Frank O'Hara and Roland Barthes in Philadelphia."

N/O UNC Press Books
A quintessentially American epic poem that rewrites all the
rules of epic poetry—starting with the one that says epic
poetry can’t be about the writing of epic poetry itself The
appearance of Flow Chart in 1991 marked the kickoff of a
remarkably prolific period in John Ashbery’s long career,
a decade during which he published seven all-new books
of poetry as well as a collected series of lectures on poetic
form and practice. So it comes as no surprise that this
book-length poem—one of the longest ever written by an
American poet—reads like a rocket launch: charged,
propulsive, mesmerizing, a series of careful explosions
that, together, create a radical forward motion. It’s been

said that Flow Chart was written in response to a dare of
sorts: Artist and friend Trevor Winkfield suggested that
Ashbery write a poem of exactly one hundred pages, a
challenge that Ashbery took up with plans to complete the
poem in one hundred days. But the celebrated work that
ultimately emerged from its squared-off origin story was
one that the poet himself called “a continuum, a diary.” In
six connected, constantly surprising movements of free
verse—with the famous “sunflower” double sestina thrown
in, just to reinforce the poem’s own multivarious
logic—Ashbery’s poem maps a path through modern
American consciousness with all its attendant noise,
clamor, and signal: “Words, however, are not the culprit.
They are at worst a placebo, / leading nowhere (though
nowhere, it must be added, can sometimes be a cozy /
place, preferable in many cases to somewhere).”
Alphabet John Benjamins Publishing Company
The effort to go beyond given knowledge in different domains –
artistic, scientific, political, metaphysical – is a characteristic
driving force in modernism and the avant-gardes. Since the
late 19th century, artists and writers have frequently
investigated their medium and its limits, pursued political and
religious aims, and explored hitherto unknown physical, social
and conceptual spaces, often in ways that combine these
forms of critical inquiry into one and provoke further theoretical
and methodological innovations. The fifth volume of the EAM
series casts light on the history and actuality of investigations,
quests and explorations in the European avant-garde and
modernism from the late 19th century to the present day. The
authors seek to answer questions such as: How have
modernism and the avant-garde appropriated scientific
knowledge, religious dogmas and social conventions, pursuing
their investigation beyond the limits of given knowledge and
conceptions? How have modernism and avant-garde created
new conceptual models or representations where other
discourses have allegedly failed? In what ways do practises of
investigation, quest or exploration shape artistic work or the
formal and thematic structures of artworks?
The Age of Huts (compleat) Salt Publishing
In February 1978, the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E newsletter,
founded and edited by Charles Bernstein and Bruce
Andrews, established the first public venue for the thriving
correspondence of an emerging set of ambitious young
poets. It circulated fresh perspectives on writing, politics,
and the arts. Instead of poems, it published short essays
and book reviews on the model of the private letter. It also
featured extensive bibliographies and excerpts of cultural,
social, and political theory. Bruce Andrews and Charles
Bernstein’s L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E: The Complete
Facsimile makes available in print all twelve of the
newsletter’s original issues along with three
supplementary issues.
Tjanting Columbia University Press
Charles Bernstein is our postmodern jester of American poesy,
equal part surveyor of democratic vistas and scholar of avant-garde
sensibilities. In a career spanning thirty-five years and forty books,
he has challenged and provoked us with writing that is decidedly
unafraid of the tensions between ordinary and poetic language, and
between everyday life and its adversaries. Attack of the Difficult
Poems, his latest collection of essays, gathers some of his most
memorably irreverent work while addressing seriously and
comprehensively the state of contemporary humanities, the teaching
of unconventional forms, fresh approaches to translation, the history
of language media, and the connections between poetry and visual
art. Applying an array of essayistic styles, Attack of the Difficult
Poems ardently engages with the promise of its title. Bernstein
introduces his key theme of the difficulty of poems and defends,
often in comedic ways, not just difficult poetry but poetry itself.
Bernstein never loses his ingenious ability to argue or his
consummate attention to detail. Along the way, he offers a wide-
ranging critique of literature’s place in the academy, taking on the
vexed role of innovation and approaching it from the perspective of
both teacher and practitioner. From blues artists to Tin Pan Alley
song lyricists to Second Wave modernist poets, The Attack of the
Difficult Poems sounds both a battle cry and a lament for the task of
the language maker and the fate of invention.
The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for Poetry Wesleyan
University Press
Founded in 1933 near Asheville, North Carolina, Black Mountain
College fostered experimentation and interdisciplinary learning,
placing the arts, including poetry, at the heart of its curriculum. As
such, the college was home to and served as inspiration for many
modern and postmodern American poets. Some of them, including
Robert Creeley, Denise Levertov, and Edward Dorn, appeared in
Donald Allen's groundbreaking New American Poetry anthology
published in 1960, later becoming part of the American poetry

canon. However, many from the Black Mountain College school of
writers have been overlooked. The Anthology of Black Mountain
College Poetry features over fifty poets selected with an expansive
critical lens, including writers not typically seen as poets, such as
composer John Cage, architect Buckminster Fuller, and visual artist
Josef Albers. Many years in the making, this book paints the clearest
picture of the poetry and poets of Black Mountain College yet.
Torques University of New Mexico Press
Twisted, knotted, struck by events and emotions at our
historical moment, these Drafts register and produce
torques—exaltation and tension, torsion and force, in their
symphonic and bantering surges. In this book, DuPlessis
transposes Wordsworth, Mallarmé, Pound and Rilke; she
writes doggerel, a lexicon, dialogues, a mini-manifesto,
and lyrics from a spirit voice. This book continues the
ambitious long poem project that Ron Silliman has called
“one of the major poetic achievements of our time.”
Drafts, begun in 1986, manifests thematic and emotional
investments centering on loss, struggle, and hope, on the
unsayable and “anguage”—the language of anguish. Two
main formal and structural principles center this work,
repetition and the fold. The works repeat themes and
images throughout, a recontextualization of materials, a
building of traces, and a repetitive repositioning of images
and narrative that also suggests both the waywardness of
experience and a pensive responsiveness to what
happens. The works are organized on a periodicity of
nineteen, what DuPlessis calls “the fold.” Each new draft
corresponds in some sensuous, formal, intellectual,
allusive way to specific “donor” drafts. This tactic creates
a widely spaced recurrence among the poems, and a
chained or meshed linkage whose regularity is both
predictable and suggestive, textured with malleable and
porous internal relationships. The key genre animating
Drafts is a strategy from Hebrew interpretive practices
called midrash. Midrash is a continuous and generations-
long commentary on sacred texts. Drafts as a whole
project alludes to—but secularizes—this genre of serious
commentary, spiritual investment, and continuous gloss.
The Point Is To Change It Rowman & Littlefield
In Drafts 1-38, Toll, Rachel Blau DuPlessis has built a
work which mimics memory and its losses, and which
plays with the textures of memory, including its
unexpectedness, its flashes and disappearances. Her
recurrent motifs and materials include home,
homelessness and exile; death and the memory of the
dead; political grief and passion; silence, speech, the
sayable and the ineffable. Drafts 1-38, Toll functions as a
long poem comprised of 38 pieces, or drafts. These
poems are conceived as autonomous "canto-like" sections
that work on two procedural principles. One is the random
repetition of lines or phrases across poems, a self-
questioning, processual, and reconceptualizing strategy
that honors the term "drafts." A second procedural
principle is "the fold." This is the reconsideration of a
"donor draft" and the deployment of some aspect in the
donor draft in a related draft. The periodicity of this
reconsideration is the number 19; hence drafts 1-19 make
up the original layer, while drafts 20-38 constitute the first
fold on top of this material.
The Alphabet Roof Books
The shape, lineation, and prosody of postmodern poems are
extravagantly inventive, imbuing both form and content with
meaning. Through a survey of American poetry and poetics from the
end of World War II to the present, Michael Golston traces the
proliferation of these experiments to a growing fascination with
allegory in philosophy, linguistics, critical theory, and aesthetics,
introducing new strategies for reading American poetry while
embedding its formal innovations within the history of intellectual
thought. Beginning with Walter Benjamin's explicit understanding of
Surrealism as an allegorical art, Golston defines a distinct
engagement with allegory among philosophers, theorists, and critics
from 1950 to today. Reading Fredric Jameson, Angus Fletcher,
Roland Barthes, and Craig Owens, and working with the semiotics
of Charles Sanders Pierce, Golston develops a theory of allegory he
then applies to the poems of Louis Zukofsky and Lorine Niedecker,
who, he argues, wrote in response to the Surrealists; the poems of
John Ashbery and Clark Coolidge, who incorporated formal aspects
of filmmaking and photography into their work; the groundbreaking
configurations of P. Inman, Lyn Hejinian, Myung Mi Kim, and the
Language poets; Susan Howe's "Pierce-Arrow," which he submits to
semiotic analysis; and the innovations of Craig Dworkin and the
conceptualists. Revitalizing what many consider to be a staid
rhetorical trope, Golston positions allegory as a creative catalyst
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behind American poetry's postwar avant-garde achievements.
Men in Aïda Univ of California Press
Poetry. Ron Silliman's DEMO TO INK includes six parts of a larger
work entitled The Alphabet that includes five other books. An
amalgam of contradictory, perfunctory scenes and images from the
urban landscape, DEMO TO INK is the result of using systematic
formulas and procedures for creating poetry. Silliman's other books
include Tjanting, The New Sentence, In the American Tree, and
Xing.
In the American Tree Oxford University Press
Silliman_s major long poem published in a new edition and
introduced by Barrett Watten. Tjanting abounds in a wealth of
cultural reference and explores the strategies and procedures
of constructing a reality in language. This classic text will
delight readers and provide students of modern American
poetry with a key work of the late 20th Century.
The Anthology of Black Mountain College Poetry Figures
This book hews a new pathway of literary criticism on The
New American Poetry that goes beyond the typical
analysis of the anthology’s construction and reception. It
expresses new ideas about the anthology’s influence on
an extensive variety of people, poetics, and culture over
the past fifty years, broadening the scope of what has
formerly been considered regarding the anthology’s
authority.
Every Goodbye Ain't Gone punctum books
The poems in Carl Boon's debut collection, PLACES & NAMES,
coalesce two kinds of history-the factual and the imagined-to
produce a kind of intimacy that is greater than either fact or
imagination. It is this sense of intimacy that brings the poems to life.
We encounter real places sometimes-places we see on maps and
highway signs-but also places that exist only in the imagination-
mine or yours. We encounter names that are both recognizable and
almost-or barely-remembered at all: Robert E. Lee next to one of a
thousand men named Jackson who went to fight in Vietnam; Jorge
Luis Borges next to an unknown boy from Clarita, Oklahoma, who
himself would become a poet someday; Rocky Marciano in the
basement shadows as a failed middleweight hammering the heavy
bag in Northeast Ohio, hungry for more than beans or soup. And
suddenly it becomes clear how intimately connected in this
collection these places and names are as we range from Saigon to
northern Iraq; Athens, Ohio, to Libya; Ankara to Pittsburgh; and a
strange, sleepy place called Pomegranate Town where someone's
infant dozes in the back of a car on a seaside highway. The people
who inhabit these places seem, in a sense, to be them, inseparable
from their geographies and histories, often unable to escape, bound
by memory, nostalgia, and tradition.
Under Albany University of Alabama Press
The bold essays that make up Reading the Difficulties offer case
studies in and strategies for reading innovative poetry. Definitions of
what constitutes innovative poetry are innumerable and are offered
from every quarter. Some critics and poets argue that innovative
poetry concerns free association (John Ashbery), others that
experimental poetry is a “re-staging” of language (Bruce Andrews)
or a syntactic and cognitive break with the past (Ron Silliman and
Lyn Hejinian). The tenets of new poetry abound. But what of the
new reading that such poetry demands? Essays in Reading the
Difficulties ask what kinds of stances allow readers to interact with
verse that deliberately removes many of the comfortable cues to
comprehension—poetry that is frequently nonnarrative,
nonrepresentational, and indeterminate in subject, theme, or
message. Some essays in Thomas Fink and Judith Halden-
Sullivan’s collection address issues of reader reception and the
way specific stances toward reading support or complement the
aesthetic of each poet. Others suggest how we can be open
readers, how innovative poetic texts change the very nature of
reader and reading, and how critical language can capture this
metamorphosis. Some contributors consider how the reader
changes innovative poetry, what language reveals about this
interaction, which new reading strategies unfold for the audiences of
innovative verse, and what questions readers should ask of
innovative verse and of events and experiences that we might bring
to reading it. CONTRIBUTORS Charles Bernstein / Carrie Conners /
Thomas Fink / Kristen Gallagher / Judith Halden-Sullivan / Paolo
Javier / Burt Kimmelman / Hank Lazer / Jessica Lewis Luck /
Stephen Paul Miller / Sheila E. Murphy / Elizabeth Robinson /
Christopher Schmidt / Eileen R. Tabios
Content's Dream Princeton University Press
Collects poems that explore the world.
Attack of the Difficult Poems University of Chicago Press
The poems of John Ashbery, Lyn Hejinian and Ron Silliman
may seem to offer endless small details of expression,
observation, thought and narrative which fail to hang together
even from one line to the next. But as Elina Siltanen shows
here, this extraordinary flow of uncoordinated detail can
stimulate readers to join the poets in a delightful exploration of
ordinary language. When readers take a poem in this spirit,
they actually begin to read as members of a community: the
community not only of themselves and other readers, but also
including the poet and other poets, plus all the speakers of the
language in which the poem is written. For all these different
parties, that language is indeed a shared resource, and the
way for readers to get started is simply by recalling or
imagining some of the numerous kinds of context in which the
given poem’s words-phrases-sentences could, or could not,
be successfully used. The rewards for such proactive readers
are on the one hand a heightened sense of the subtle
interweavings of language and life, and on the other hand a
freshly empowered self-confidence. The point being that,
within the community of contemporary experimental poetry,
poets have no more authority than readers. Rejecting older

cultural hierarchies, they present themselves as teasing out the
idiomatic serendipities of their own poems together with their
readers.
Bruce Andrews and Charles Bernstein's
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Fordham Univ Press
Poetry. "Revelator" is the opening poem in a major
sequence entitled Universe. It's the jumping off point for a
work that, were Ron Silliman to live long enough, would
take him three centuries to complete. We are hopeful.
Universe is a poem of globalization and post-global
poetics (an important reason for publishing this key
section outside of the USA). At its core, it addresses the
problem that there are only two global systems: the
biosphere and capital, while every response to these
global systems is invariably local. The first appearance of
"Revelator" in a journal won Poetry's Levinson prize,
previously given to poets such as Robert Creeley,
Theodore Roethke, Geoffrey Hill, John Ashbery, Robert
Duncan, Basil Bunting, William Carlos Williams, Dylan
Thomas, Hart Crane, Robert Frost, and Wallace Stevens.
"Called a 'thaumaturge' ('wonder-worker') by the poet
Robert Duncan, Silliman has created a new kind of writing
from the simplest materials ... The poet confides,
describes, extols, remarks, puns, paints domestic scenes,
slyly alludes, records minutiae, leaps to large statements,
arouses, repeats. Through it all, a friendly, northern
California sort of personality emerges."--David Melnick
"What I find most striking about Silliman's sentences is
that they're fun; they give pleasure in many different ways,
through their wit, their allusiveness, their visuality, their
phonetic texture, their descriptive precision, or their sheer
unlikeliness."--Roger Gilbert "Of all the language poets,
Silliman's express-line writing was and is the one that
stuck to my ribs. It was so thingy, so specific, so formally
radical, so hard-headed, yet witty, and now and then, in
spite of itself, lyric. I liked his post-industrial music. I loved
ketjak and tjanting and paradise ... And the reach--the
compulsion to pull everything in."--C.D. Wright
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